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Abstract
Multireceiver encryption enables a sender to encrypt a
message and transmit the ciphertext to a set of authorized
users while no one outside this set can decrypt the message, which is known as an efficient protocol to achieve
a secure multicast data communication among multiple
authorized users. In this work, we construct two identitybased multireceiver encryption schemes (one is based on
composite order groups whose order is a product of three
primes and the other is based on prime order of asymmetric bilinear groups where the isomorphisms between
two groups are not efficiently computable) that support:
(1)unbounded recipient in multireceiver set that does not
pre-establish the maximum number of multireceiver users
in advance in the setup algorithm; (2)identity privacy that
no one outside the multireceiver set can derive the identities of multireceiver users, and (3)higher computing and
communicating performance, i.e., short ciphertexts, fixlength public parameters and constant keys. The security
analysis, including semantic security and identity privacy,
are presented in selective security model under the mathematical assumptions of (bilinear) subgroup decisional
problems in composite order model and decisional BDH
problems in prime order of asymmetric bilinear groups in
the standard model.
Keywords: multireceiver encryption, unbounded user,
identity privacy, constant ciphertext

1

Introduction

Multireceiver encryption is an efficient fashion in sending
a message securely in such a way that more than one designated recipients can decrypt it. Multireceiver encryption enables a sender to encrypt a message and transmit it
to a subset of authorized users, which is known as an efficient protocol to achieve a secure multicast among the au-

thorized user set while no one outside this set can decrypt
the message [1, 16]. Multireceiver encryption has lots of
application requirements such as TV pay [20], wireless
broadcast [26], mobile devices [25] and smart card [26].
Identity-based cryptography, first introduced by
Shamir [21], is one of fundamental primitives in modern
cryptography that allows to use the recipient identity as
a public key, avoids the burden deployment of public key
infrastructure. User’s public key is derived from some
known aspect of his/her identity, such as email address,
IP address and ID card number etc, which eliminates the
dependence of public key distribution problem in public
key infrastructure.
Multireceiver encryption [3, 8, 10, 19, 27, 29, 30] allows
a sender to send a encrypted message to a set of recipient
S, and only the user in set S can decrypt the ciphertext
using his private key. In identity-based multireceiver encryption schemes, a broadcaster typically encrypts a message by combining public identities of receivers in S and
system parameters.
In traditional identity-based multireceiver encryption,
one shortcoming is that anyone can guess the identity of
recipient from the ciphertext. The cryptographic primitive of identity-based encryption allows a sender to encrypt a message for a receiver using only the receiver’s
identity as a public key. However, in this case, the ciphertext will leak the identity information in the recipient
set, since the adversary may test the identity in the ciphertext even though s/he does not aware of the message
in the ciphertext [10]. Identity privacy encryption [4, 14],
which hides the recipient identity of decryptor private key
holder, is an effect methodology to protect the recipient’s
privacy. Informally, identity privacy encryption holds the
security property that the adversary cannot distinguish
an encrypted ciphertext of a randomly chosen identity by
an adversary. In particular, the adversary is unable to
decide whether a ciphertext was encrypted for a chosen
identity by the adversary, or for a random identity string.
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1.1

Related Work

The formal concept of the identity-based broadcast encryption was first presented by Delerablée in [8]. This
concept is related to encryption scheme in identity-based
setting, in which the maximal size of a multireceiver set
is ` = 1. Delerablée [8] also proposed an IBBE scheme
with constant size ciphertexts and private keys. But the
size of public key is linear to the maximum number of
multireceiver set S.
Ren and Gu [19] proposed an IBBE scheme against
chosen-ciphertext attack (CCA) in the full security model
in the standard model. However, Wang et al. [23] showed
that the private key can be forged in Ren and Gu’s
scheme [19].
Hur et al. [16] constructed a privacy-preserving
identity-based multireceiver encryption scheme against
active attacks by hiding the identities in the ciphertext.
But the public parameters and ciphertext size are linear
to the number of multireceiver users.
Gentry and Waters [13] presented a new technique,
namely semi-static model, to obtain adaptive security
model in multireceiver encryption scheme. They realized a generic two-key transformation from semi-statically
secure systems to adaptively secure systems that have
comparable-size ciphertexts. Also, they presented three
IBBE schemes with semi-static or adaptive security, but
the security relies on the complex assumptions that were
dependent on the depth of multireceiver users in receiver
set S and the number of queries requested by the adversary [27]. Daza et al. [7] proposed a threshold multireceiver encryption with CCA2 security. Wang and Bi [22]
proposed a lattice-based identity-based multireceiver encryption that was motivated by the technique of lattice
basis delegation techniques [6].
Hur et al. [16] constructed an IBBE with receiver identity privacy, however, their scheme does not support constant ciphertext and fix-length public parameters. Fan
et al. [10] constructed an anonymous multireceiver encryption by deploying a secret sharing scheme to hide receivers’ identity. Recently, Zhang et al. [27] constructed
an IBBE scheme with constant private key and ciphertext
with adaptive security. However, in their scheme, the multireceiver set must be sequential. Informally, for a decryption key that generated by recipient set S = {I1 , I2 }, it is
intractable to decrypt the ciphertext that encrypted with
broadcasting identities set S 0 = {I2 , I1 }. The main reason
is that the Zhang et al.’s scheme is derived from a variant
of a hierarchical identity-based encryption [17, 18]. Hu et
al. [15] proposed an identity-based broadcast encryption
scheme without random oracles heuristic and it achieved
chosen plaintext security in selective identity model. The
proposed scheme is a good and efficient hybrid encryption scheme, which captures O(1)-size ciphertexts, public
parameters and private keys.
In 2009, Waters [24] proposed a dual system encryption methodology to achieve fully secure (hierarchical)
identity-based encryption systems from simple assump-
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tions. Lewko and Waters [17] spread the dual system
encryption technique to obtain a fully secure hierarchical
IBE scheme with constant size ciphertext. Moreover, the
proofs rely on the simple constant-size assumptions which
is independent to the queries number that the adversary
requests. Recently, Lewko and Waters [18] improve the
constructions of a hierarchical IBE and an attribute-based
encryption with unbounded delegation depth, which hold
the short public parameters.

1.2

Motivation and Results

Most of the identity-based multireceiver encryptions have
a weakness that they had to provide a constant N as
the maximum multireceiver user number in multireceiver
set [3, 8, 19, 27]. This setting will be performed in the
setup algorithm and be published as the system public parameters. However, it is inflexible and impractical if we
deploy this scheme in different multireceiver set-size environments because it will consume excess bandwidth when
dispensing the preestablished maximum system public parameters. That is, the size of public parameters will
grow linearly to the pre-established user number and the
receiver number cannot exceed this value. Meanwhile,
to protect the multireceiver identities privacy, we should
hide the receiver identities in the multireceiver ciphertext.
In this work, we proposed two identity-based multireceiver encryption schemes that support unbounded multireceiver users and protect the identity privacy of receiver,
and they also possess the cryptographic properties such
as fixed length public parameters, short ciphertexts and
constant private keys. By virtue of the technique in [18],
we produce ≤ s samples and be raised to the same exponent r ∈ Zn to achieve unbounded user (is less than
order n) without considering pre-determinated maximum
in setup phase. In the first scheme, we introduce a composite order group to achieve identity privacy property.
In the second scheme, we deploy an asymmetric bilinear
group where the isomorphisms between two groups are
not computable to implement the same properties in the
first scheme. Informally, our contribution is described as
follows:
1) We formalize the model of identity-based multireceiver encryption with unbounded receiver set and
identity privacy. Besides the semantic security, we
also give the identity privacy game description for
the identity-based multireceiver encryption. Identity
privacy is a security property by which an adversary
is unable to determine the identity with which the ciphertext was produced. That is, the recipient’s identity is anonymous from the adversary’s point of view.
2) We explore two concrete multireceiver encryption
schemes with identity privacy that support unbounded receiver set. The first one is constructed
in bilinear composite order groups whose order is a
product of three primes, and the other one is constructed in asymmetric bilinear prime order groups
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where the isomorphisms between two groups are
not efficiently computable. The proposed schemes
achieve unbounded receiver set key generation and
receiver identities encryption that do not fix a maximum multireceiver user number in advance. Our
schemes are constructed by virtue of the techniques
of unbounded hierarchical IBE in [18]. The security (includes semantic security and identity privacy)
is provable selective secure in static model of (bilinear) subgroup decisional problems and asymmetric
DBDH problems in the standard model.
3) Compared with related schemes, our schemes have
comparative advantage in constant ciphertexts, fixed
length public parameters, and short keys. Furthermore, the proposed schemes hold the receiver set
identities privacy preservation by virtue of the property of identity privacy.

2
2.1

and hp3 = gpγ3 for some integers α, β, γ ∈ Zn . It has,
=
=

ê1 (hp1 hp2 , hp3 )
ê1 (gpα1 gpβ2 , gpγ3 )
ê1 (gp1 , gp2 )ê1 (gp2 , gp3 ) = 1

(1)

Definition 1. Canceling group [11] Let G be a bilinear
group generator. We say that G is r-canceling if it also
outputs groups G2 , . . . , Gr ⊂ G and Ĝ2 , . . . , Ĝr ⊂ Ĝ, such
that
1) G̃ = G1 × G2 × . . . × Gr and Ĝ = Ĝ1 × Ĝ2 × . . . × Ĝr ,
˜ Ĝj and i 6= j.
2) ê1 (gi , gj ) = 1 for all gi ∈ Gi , ĝj ∈

3

Identity-based
Multireceiver
Encryption with Identity Privacy

Mathematics Background

In this section, we present a formal definition of an

Asymmetric Bilinear Map in Prime identity-based multireceiver encryption scheme (ibme)
Order Groups
and its security notion. The ibme is comprised of four

Let λ be a security parameter and G = hgi, Ĝ = hĝi
and G2 be multiplicative cyclic groups of prime order p
where p > 2λ and G 6= Ĝ. The asymmetric admissible
bilinear map ê1 : G × Ĝ → G2 has the properties: for all
u ∈ G, v ∈ Ĝ and α, β ∈ Zn , it holds that ê2 (uα , v β ) =
ê2 (uβ , v α ) = ê2 (u, v β )α = ê2 (u, v)αβ and ê2 is non-trivial,
i.e., ê2 (g, ĝ) 6= 1G2 , that is, ê2 (g, ĝ) is a generator of G2 .
Moveover, we require that there does not exist an
efficient and computable homomorphism ψ such that
ψ(G) → Ĝ or ψ(Ĝ) → G [9, 12].

2.2
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Q
probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms
= (Stp, Ext,
Enc, Dec). Notice that Stp algorithm and Ext algorithm
are performed by public key generator (PKG), Enc algorithm is performed by a sender and Dec algorithm is
performed by a user in multireceiver set S.

3.1
Q

Formal Model of IBME with Identity
Privacy

.Stp (1λ ): The setup algorithm takes the security parameter λ as input and outputs the public parameters
mk and the system master key msk.

Symmetric Bilinear Map in ComposQ
ite Order Groups
.Ext (mk, msk, Ii , S): The key generation algorithm

takes the master key, a multireceiver user set S =
Composite order bilinear groups were first introduced
{I
1 , I2 , . . . , IN }, an identity Ii such that Ii ∈ S, and
in [2]. Let G = hgi and G2 be two cyclic multiplicathe
public parameters mk as input and outputs a pritive groups of composite order n = lcm(p1 , p2 , p3 ). ê1
vate
key SkIi .
be an admissible bilinear map from G2 to G2 , i.e., for
all u, v ∈ G and α, β ∈ Zn , it holds that ê1 (uα , v β ) = Q
.Enc (mk, S, m): The encryption algorithm takes
ê1 (uβ , v α ) = ê1 (u, v β )α = ê1 (u, v)αβ and ê1 is non-trivial,
a message m, a multireceiver identity set S =
i.e., ê1 (g, g) 6= 1G2 .
{I1 , I2 , . . . , IN }, and the public parameters mk as inWe use the notation Gp1 , Gp2 and Gp3 to denote the
put and outputs a ciphertext Ct.
subgroups of G with prime order p1 , p2 , p3 , respectively.
Q
Similarly, we use the notation Gt,p , Gt,p2 , Gt,p3 to denote
.Dec (mk, Ct, SkIi ): The decryption algorithm takes a
as the subgroups of G2 with p1 , p2 , p3 , respectively. We
ciphertext Ct, a private key SkIi associated with an
denote by G = Gp1 × Gp2 × Gp3 , and G2 = G2,p1 × G2,p2 ×
identity Ii , and the public parameters mk as input,
G2,p3 , respectively.
and outputs the decrypted message m if Ii ∈ S and
outputs ⊥ otherwise.
Lemma 1. Orthogonality subgroups If g
∈
p1

Gp , gp2 ∈ Gp2 , and gp3 ∈ Gp3 be the generators of
Gp1 , Gp2 , Gp3 , respectively, then gp1 p2 be the generator of Remark 1. An identity-based multireceiver encryption
holds unbounded receiver set if the cardinality of the reGp3 , gp1 p3 be the generator of Gp2 , and so on.
ceiver set S is not fixed in advance. That is, in the above
In particular, for all random elements hp1 ∈ Gp1 , hp2 ∈ model, N is not previous determined and also not a conGp2 , and hp3 ∈ Gp3 which satisfy hp1 = gpα1 , hp2 = gpβ2 , stant.
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The completeness of a multireceiver encryption scheme
has the following consistency and correctness property:
For all correctly produced mk, msk
Q and a user with private key
Sk
,
generates
Ct
←
.Enc (mk, S, m) and
I
i
Q
m0 ← .Dec(mk, Ct, SkIi ). If Ii ∈ S holds then m = m0 .
Otherwise, m 6= m0 except for a negligible probability,
i.e.,


Q
(mk, msk) ← .Stp(1λ )
 S ← {I1 , I2 , . . .}



Q

P r  SkIi ←Q .Ext(mk, msk, Ii , S) 
 > 1 − negl(λ) (2)
 Ct ← .Enc(mk, S, m)

Q
m = .Dec(mk, Ct, SkIi )

Definition 5. Identity privacy An identity-based multireceiver encryption has the identity privacy if all probabilistic polynomial-time distinguishers achieve at most a
kp
negligible advantage AdvQ
,D in kp-ibme-cpa game.

Definition 2. Semantic Security Game Semantic
security is the usual security notion for an encryption
scheme, which means that no non-trivial information
about the message can be feasibly gleaned from the ciphertext. Semantic security is equivalent to the definition of ciphertext indistinguishability. Formally, indistinguishability means that adversary cannot distinguish two
different message ciphertexts after he performs a lot of
key extraction queries, which is formally defined as the
ind-ibme-cpa game as in Figure 1(a).

ate the composite order group description
(p1 , p2 , p3 , Gp1 , Gp2 , Gp3 , G2,p1 , G2,p2 , G2,p3 , ê1 ),
and sets n = p1 p2 p3 ;

4

Q

1:

Construction in Composite
Order Groups

We explore two concrete ibme schemes. The former one is
based on the bilinear group of composite order ord(G) =
n = p1 p2 p3 that p1 , p2 and p3 are distinct primes. The
latter one is based on the asymmetric bilinear group of
where negl(λ) is a negligible function such that there prime order p such that the isomorphisms between two
exists an integer λ0 that for every λ0 > λ it satisfies groups are not efficiently computable. In this section,
Q
f (λ0 ) < 1/negl(λ).
we construct a multireceiver encryption scheme 1 with
identity privacy in composite order model that is based on
a canceling group in definition 1. Please refer to Example
3.2 Security Models
3.7 in [11] to output a bilinear group of composite order.
We will present two ibme encryption schemes with unbounded multireceiver users. All of our proposed schemes
capture the security of semantic security and identity 4.1 Proposed Scheme in Composite Order Groups
privacy. On cryptographic side, they also support conQ
stant public parameters, constant keys, short ciphertexts
1) Takes as input a security parameter λ,
1 .Stp
together with unbounded receiver.
PKG first runs the algorithm G to gener-

The advantage for A under an ind-ibme-cpa
game
Q
against multireceiver encryption scheme
is defined as

2) Selects a random generator g of group G;
3) At random picks γ1 , γ2 , γ3 ∈ Zn , g, u, v, w ←
Gp1 , and X2 ← Gp2 , X3 ← Gp3 ;
4) Computes U = uX3γ1 , V = vX3γ2 , W = wX3γ3 ;
5) At random picks α, β ← Zn and computes Ω =
ê1 (g, v)αβ ;
6) Keeps the master key msk=(g, u, v, w, X2 ,g αβ );

7) Sets and publishes the system parameters
1
mk = (n, G, G2 , ê1 , U, V, W, X3 , Ω).
= |P r[(b = b )] − |
(3)
2
Q
1 .Ext Let S be the recipient user set such that S =
Definition 3. Confidentiality An identity-based mul{I1 , I2 , . . .}. PKG does the following to generate the
tireceiver encryption is semantic secure against chosenprivate key of identity Ii that Ii ∈ S.
plaintext attacks if all probabilistic polynomial-time adverind
saries A achieve at most a negligible advantage AdvQ
1) Picks r ∈ Zn , and Y1 , Y2 , Y3 ∈ Gp2 randomly;
,A
inind-ibme-cpa game.
αβ
Ii r
2) Computes
) Y1 , Sk2 = v r Y2 ,
Q Sk1 =g Ij (wu
r
Definition 4. Identity privacy game This game enSk3 = ( j∈S\{Ii } u ) Y3 ;
sures that a distinguisher D cannot distinguish a cipher3) Outputs SkIi = (Sk1 , Sk2 , Sk3 ) as the private
text intended for one multireceiver set from a ciphertext
key of user Ii .
intended for another multireceiver set. Formally, distinQ
guisher D must be unable to decide whether a ciphertext
1 .Enc To send a massage m ∈ G2 to a receiver user set
was encrypted for a chosen multireceiver set, or for a ranS securely, a sender does the following to produce the
dom multireceiver set. Identity privacy game kp-ibmeciphertext Ct.
cpa is formally defined as in Figure 1(b).
1) Randomly picks s ← Zn , and at random selects
The advantage for distinguisher under a kp-ibme-cpa
elements Z1 , Z2 ← Gp3 ; Note that the random
game is defined as
elements in Gp3 can be produced by raising X3
1
to random exponent in Zn , i.e., at random picks
kp
0
(4)
AdvQ,D (λ) = |P r[(b = b )] − |
2
υ1 , υ2 ← Zn to compute Z1 = X3υ1 , Z2 = X3υ2 ;
ind
AdvQ
,A (λ)

0
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Q
Expind-ibme-cpa
(λ)
,A
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kp-ibme-cpa
Q
Expkp-ibme-cpa
(λ)
,D

(I ∗ , st) ← A0 (.)
Q
mk ← I ∗ , st, Stp(λ)
(m0 , m1 , st0 ) ← A1OExt (st, mk)
b ← {0, 1}
Q
Ct∗ ← Enc(mk, I ∗ , mb )
b0 ← A2OExt (mk, Ct∗ , st0 )
return (b0 = b)

(I0∗ , I1∗ , st) ← D0 (.)
Q
mk ← I0∗ , I1∗ , st, Stp(λ)
(m, st0 ) ← D1OExt (st, mk)
b ← {0, 1}
Q
Ct∗ ← Enc(mk, Ib∗ , m)
b0 ← D2OExt (mk, Ct∗ , st0 )
return (b0 = b)

† During the ind-ibme-cpa game, A1 , A2 run under the restriction that they cannot query the key extraction
and on the challenged identity I ∗
‡ During the kp-ibme-cpa game, D1 , D2 run under the restriction that they cannot query the key extraction
on the challenged identity I0∗ and I1∗
Figure 1(a) Indistinguishability game
Figure 1(b) Identity privacy game

Computes C = m × Ωs ;
Assumption 1. For a given composite order group gens
erating G, the Assumption 1 is stated as the following.
Computes C1 = V Z1 ;
Q
Ii s


Computes C2 = (W i∈S U ) Z2 ;
(p1 , p2 , p3 , Gp1 , Gp2 , Gp3 , G2 , ê1 ) ← G(λ)
Outputs the multireceiver ciphertext as Ct =  n ← p p p , G ← G × G × G

1 2 3
p1
p2
p3


(C, Hdr) where Hdr = (C1 , C2 ).
 g ← Gp1 , X2 , Y2 , Z2 ← Gp2 , X3 ← Gp3 , α, β, s ← Zn 


Q
 T0 ← ê1 (g, g αβ )s , T1 ← G2

1 .Dec A user Ii in multireceiver set S can use his priαβ
s
Γ ← (g, g X2 , X3 , g Y2 , Z2 , n, G, G2 , ê1 )
vate key SkIi = (Sk1 , Sk2 , Sk3 ) to decrypt the ciphertext Ct. The user Ii proceeds as follows
After given the challenge pair (Γ, T0 , T1 ) to adversary
1) Parses the ciphertext as Ct = (C0 , Hdr) =
A , A outputs b0 and succeeds if b = b0 in Assumption 1.
(C, C1 , C2 );
The advantage of A in solving Assumption 1 in groups
2) Recovers the message m by computing
generated by G is
m = C · ê1 (Sk2 , C2 )ê1 (Sk1 Sk3 , C1 )−1
1
AdvG,A
(λ) := |P r[A (Γ, T0 ) = true]−P r[A (Γ, T1 ) = true]|
Remark 2. In the key generation algorithm of this
scheme, the multireceiver set S is unbounded. That is, Definition 6. A group generator G satisfies the Assumpset S(S ≤ n) may has arbitrary number of users.
tion 1 if the advantage Adv 1 (λ) in solving this problem
2)
3)
4)
5)

Remark 3. Actually, in practical multi-user system, the
receiver number is far below from the security parameter
n. In this construction, we assume that there is a hard
problem in factoring n = p1 p2 p3 . That is, n is at least
1024-bit (equal to AES-80 security) in practical application which means it can accommodate over 1.79 × 10308
users in a multireceiver system.

4.2

Correctness

G,A

is negligible in probabilistic polynomial-time.
Assumption 2. For a given composite order group generating G, let the following distribute be P (λ).



(p1 , p2 , p3 , Gp1 , Gp2 , Gp3 , G2 , ê1 ) ← G(λ) ← G(λ)
 n ← p1 p2 p3 , G ← Gp1 × Gp2 × Gp3



 g ← Gp1 , X3 ← Gp3 , T0 ← Gp1 p2 , T1 ← Gp1 p2 p3 
Γ ← (g, X3 , n, G, G2 , ê1 )

If a user Ii carries a valid private key SkIi =
After given the challenge pair (Γ, T0 , T1 ) to adversary
(Sk1 , Sk2 , Sk3 ) for decrypting a ciphertext Ct, it has
A , A outputs b0 and succeeds if b = b0 in Assumption 2.
The advantage of A in solving Assumption 2 in groups
4.3 Security Proof
generated by G is
Q
Our first scheme 1 is constructed in composite order
2
groups. In this subsection, we present the security proof. AdvG,A (λ) := |P r[A (Γ, T0 ) = true]−P r[A (Γ, T1 ) = true]|
The security in composite order groups is based on the following assumptions, which are derived from the variant of Definition 7. A group generator G satisfies the Assump2
(bilinear) subgroup decisional problems. These assump- tion 2 if the advantage AdvG,A (λ) is negligible in probabilistic polynomial-time.
tions are analyzed in detail in [11, 17].
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ê1 (Sk2 , C2 )
C·
ê1 (Sk1 Sk3 , C1 )

=
=
=
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Q
mê1 (g, v)αβs × ê1 (v r Y2 , (W i∈S U Ii )s Z2 ))
Q
ê1 (g αβ (wuIi )r Y1 ( j∈S\{Ii } uIj )r Y3 , V s Z1 ))
Q
mê1 (g, v)αβs × ê1 (v r Y2 , (W i∈S U Ii )s Z2 )
Q
ê1 (g αβ wr ( j∈S uIj )r Y1 Y3 , V s Z1 ))
Q
mê1 (g, v)αβs × ê1 (v r , (W i∈S U Ii )s )ê1 (v r Y2 , Z2 )
Q
Q
ê1 (g αβ , v s )ê1 (( j∈S uIj )r , V s )ê1 (g αβ , Z1 )ê1 (( j∈S uIj )r , Z1 )ê1 (Y1 Y3 , V s Z1 )

mê1 (v r , Z2 )
Q
ê1 (g αβ , Z1 )ê1 (( j∈S uIj )r , Z1 )
= m
=

Assumption 3. For a given composite order group gen- Game2 This game is like the Game1 except that the comerating G, the Assumption 3 is stated as the following.
ponent C1 is replaced by a random element in G. i.e.,
Γ2 : Ct = (R0 , C1 · R10 = R1 , C2 );


(p1 , p2 , p3 , Gp1 , Gp2 , Gp3 , G2 , ê1 ) ← G(λ)
 n ← p1 p2 p3 , G ← Gp1 × Gp2 × Gp3

Game3 This game is like the Game2 except that the com

 g, X1 ← Gp1 , X2 , Y2 ← Gp2 , X3 , Y3 ← Gp3 
ponent C2 is replaced by a random element in G. i.e.,


 T0 ← G, T1 ← Gp1 p3

Γ3 : Ct = (R0 , R1 , C2 · R20 = R2 );
Γ ← (g, X1 X2 , X3 , Y2 Y3 , n, G, G2 , ê1 )
In Game3 , the ciphertext components are randomly elements in corresponding subgroups, which means that the
After given the challenge pair (Γ, T0 , T1 ) to adversary
adversary cannot obtain any information from the cipher0
0
A , A outputs b and succeeds if b = b in Assumption 3.
text, including the plaintext and the receivers’ identities.
The advantage of A in solving Assumption 3 in groups
We show that the security proof consists of the indistingenerated by G is
guishability between each sequential games as above.
3
AdvG,A
(λ) := |P r[A (Γ, T0 ) = true]−P r[A (Γ, T1 ) = true]| Theorem 1. If a composite order group generator G
satisfies the security assumptions 1,2 and 3, then the
Definition 8. A group generator G satisfies the Assump- proposed multireceiver encryption scheme Q is secure
3
tion 3 if the advantage AdvG,A
(λ) is negligible in proba- against adaptive chosen message attacks and1 holds the
bilistic polynomial-time.
identity privacy.

To understand our construction, it is necessarily to describe the role of each of subgroups Gp1 , Gp2 , Gp3 . The
Gp1 subgroup is used to prevent an adversary from manipulating components of either a ciphertext Ct or a key SkIi
and then evaluating a query on the improperly formed inputs.
The Gp2 subgroup is to hide the factors for secret key
and to keep the privacy of a private key. Due to the
indistinguishability of the key between Gp1 p2 and G, thus
we can obtain the identity privacy of the keys. The Gp3
subgroup is to hide factors from other subgroups in the
ciphertexts. The elements in Gp2 and Gp3 are bilinear
orthogonal, that is, ê1 (X2 , X3 )=1 for all X2 ∈ Gp2 and
X3 ∈ Gp3 . This is crucial to extract the message from the
ciphertext.
We prove the security of confidentiality under a hybrid
experiment over a sequence of games which are defined as
follows:

Proof. If the Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold for a composite group generator G, we have proved by the lemmata 2,
3, 4 that the real security game Game0 is indistinguishable from Game3 , in which the value of b is informationtheoretically hidden.
In Game3 , the ciphertext components are indistinguishable to random elements in groups G2 or G. Meanwhile, the payload of message is encoded in C and the
identities attribute is encoded in Hdr = (C1 , C2 ). By
Lemma 1, we show that the adversary cannot distinguish
the ciphertext encrypted from a chosen message or a random message string. By Lemma 2 and 3, we indicate
that the adversary cannot derive the identities of ciphertext since the components in Game3 are distinguishable to
randomly picked elements. Hence the adversary can obtain no advantage in guessing the plaintext and receivers’
identities in the ciphertext Ct.

Lemma 2. If an adversary A has non-negligible advanGame0 This game is the real scheme with the game def- tage ²0 in time t0 in distinguishing Γ1 from Γ0 , then there
inition in 3.2 such that Γ0 : Ct = (C, C1 , C2 );
exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm to break
Assumption 1 with advantage (Θ(t0 ), ²0 ).
Game1 This game is like the Game0 except that the component C in ciphertext is a random element in G2 Proof. Assume that challenger C received an Assumption
such that Γ1 : Ct = (C · R0 = R0 , C1 , C2 );
1 instance, C works as
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Init At random picks α, β, a, b, c ∈ Zn , and sets u =
g a , w = g b , v = g c . Then challenger C generates
the other system parameters and sends them to the
adversary A .
Stage-1 When
A
makes
a
key
extraction
query for identity Ii ,Q C answers SkIi
=
[g αβ (huIi )r1 , g r1 , g r2 , v r2 ( j∈S\{Ii } uIj )r1 ]
for
randomly picked r1 , r2 ∈ Zn . It is fully simulated
since C knows the master key g αβ .
Challenge When the adversary A provides two challenge message m0 , m1 and a challenge multireceiver
∗
} such that all members in S ∗
set S ∗ = {I1∗ , . . . , IN
will not be queried, C outputs the challenge cipher∗
text as Ct∗ = [mb · ê1 (g, T )αβ , T, T s , T aΣj∈S Ij +b+s ]
for randomly picked b ∈ {0, 1} and s ∈ Zn .
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that T = T0 ∈ G. Otherwise, if ζ = 1 then B outputs 1
as the solution that T is a random element in Gp1 p3 . B
has the same advantage ²1 in solving the Assumption 2
problem.

5

Q

2:

Construction in Prime Order Groups

In this section, we construct Q
another identity-based multireceiver encryption scheme 2 = (Stp, Ext, Enc, Dec)Qin
prime order groups that holds the same properties in 1 .
We consider an asymmetric bilinear group that there is no
efficiently computable isomorphism between two groups G
and Ĝ.

5.1

Concrete Scheme in Prime Order

Stage-2 A continues to make a bounded number of
Groups
queries like in Stage 1 with the restriction that Ii 6∈
Q
S∗.
1) On input a security parameter λ, PKG
2 .Stp
generates
the asymmetric group description
Output Finally, A outputs b0 as the guess of challenged
(p,
g,
ĝ,
G,
Ĝ,
G2 , ê2 ), where g, ĝ are the generciphertext Ct∗ .
ators of group G, Ĝ of order p, respectively;
If T ∈ Gp1 p2 then Ct∗ is a valid ciphertext. Otherwise, if
2) At random picks α, β, γ1 , γ2 , γ3 ∈ Zp , computes
T ∈ Gp1 p2 p3 , then Ct∗ is a semi-functional ciphertext of
g1 = g α , u = g γ1 , v = g γ2 , w = g γ3 ;
G. If adversary A can succeed in guessing the challenged
3) Computes ĝ1 = ĝ β , û = ĝ γ1 , v̂ = ĝ γ2 , ŵ = ĝ γ3 ;
ciphertext Ct, then C can break the Assumption 1 with
4) Sets the system parameters
the same advantage.
mk = (p, g, g1 , u, v, w, ĝ, ĝ1 , G, Ĝ, G2 , ê2 );
Lemma 3. If an attacker can distinguish the Γ1 and Γ2
5) Keeps the master key msk = (ĝ αβ , û, v̂, ŵ).
with advantage ²2 in time t2 after he performs at most
q2 key extraction queries, then there exist an algorithm Q .Ext To produce a private key for a user with identity
2
to solve the Assumption 2 problem with the advantage
Ii ∈ Zn who is a member of recipient set S where
(Θ(t2 ), ²2 ).
S = {I , I , . . .} denotes as the recipient set, PKG
1

Lemma 4. If an attacker can distinguish the Γ2 and Γ3
with advantage ²3 in time t3 after he performs at most
q3 key extraction queries, then there exist an algorithm
to solve the Assumption 3 problem with the advantage
(Θ(t3 ), ²3 ).

1) At random picks r1 , r2 ∈ Zp ;
2) Computes

Proof. Assume there exists an attacker A who has nonnegligible advantage ²3 to distinguish Γ3 and Γ2 , then we
can construct an algorithm B to solve the Assumption 2
problem which uses A as a subroutine.
3)
At first, A commits two multireceiver user set S0 =
$
{I1 , . . .}, S1 = {I10 , . . .}, B randomly flips a coin ζ ←
− Q
$
2 .Enc
{0, 1}. B randomly picks α, β, γ1 , γ2 , γ3 ←
− Zn , and comuser
γ
γ
γ
1
2
3
putes U = g u X2 , V = g v X2 , W = g w X2 . B sets the
system public parameters as (n, U, V, W, X3 , G, Gt , ê1 )
1)
After A ’s key queries is over, B randomly picks
2)
$
Z1 , Z2 ←
− Gp3 , and outputs the challenge ciphertext CtSζ
3)
as
h
i
4)
P
Ii
C0 = mΩ, C1 = T × Z1 , C2 = T i∈Sζ Z2
5)
Finally, A outputs the guess ζ for the ciphertext CtSζ .
If ζ = 0, then B outputs 0 as the Assumption 3 decision

2

performs as follows.

Sk1 = ĝ αβ (v̂ûIi )r1 ŵr2 , Sk2 = ĝ r1 ,
¡ Y
¢r1
Sk3 = ĝ r2 , Sk4 =
ûIj
j∈S\{Ii }

Outputs SkIi = (Sk1 , Sk2 , Sk3 , Sk4 ) as the private key for user Ii .
To encrypt a massage m ∈ G2 to a multireceiver
set S, sender does the following.
At random picks s ← Zp ;
Computes C = m × ê2 (g1 , ĝ1 )s ;
Computes C1 = g s ;
Q
Computes C2 = (v i∈S uIi )s ;
Computes C3 = ws ;

6) Outputs the ciphertext Ct = (C, Hdr) where
Hdr = (C1 , C2 , C3 ).
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2 .Dec

5.2

A user in set S may use his private key SkIi = Proof. If the Asymmetric DBDH and Asymmetric strong
(Sk1 , Sk2 , Sk3 , Sk4 ) to decrypt the ciphertext Ct.
DBDH Assumptions hold for asymmetric bilinear group
generator G, then we prove that the real security game
1) Parses the ciphertext as Ct = (C0 , Hdr) = Game0 is indistinguishable from Game4 , in which the
(C, C1 , C2 , C3 );
value of b is information-theoretically hidden. In Game4 ,
the ciphertext components are indistinguishable to ran2) Recovers the message m by computing
dom elements in groups G2 or G. Meanwhile, the payload
of message is encoded in C and the identities attribute is
ê2 (Sk2 , C2 )ê2 (Sk3 , C3 )
m=C·
encoded
in Hdr. Hence the adversary can obtain no adê2 (Sk1 Sk4 , C1 )
vantage in breaking the proposed multireceiver encryption
scheme.

Security Analysis

Q
The security of our 2 scheme is based on the asymmetric
decisional bilinear Diffie-Hellman (Asymmetric DBDH)
assumption. Notice that the asymmetric strong DBDH
assumption is derived from the external computational
Diffie-Hellman (XDH) assumption and the asymmetric
DBDH assumption.
Definition 9. Asymmetric DBDH For given g ∈ G,
ĝ ∈ Ĝ, a, b, c ∈ Zp , and T ∈ G2 , it is hard to distinguish
(g, g a , g c , ĝ, ĝ a , ĝ b , g abc ) and (g, g a , g c , ĝ, ĝ a , ĝ b , T ).
Definition 10. Asymmetric strong DBDH For given
g ∈ G, ĝ ∈ Ĝ, a, b, c ∈ Zp , and T ∈ G2 , it is hard to distinguish (g, g a , g ab , g c , ĝ, ĝ a , ĝ b , g abc ) and (g, g a , g ab , g c , ĝ,
ĝ a , ĝ b , T ).
The proof proceeds by a hybrid argument across a number of games. Let Ct = (C, Hdr) = (C, C1 , C2 , C3 ) denote
the challenge ciphertext given to the adversary during a
real attack game. Additionally, let R be a random element of G2 and R0 , R1 be random elements of G. We
define the following hybrid experiments, which differ in
how the challenge ciphertext is generated:
Game0 This game is the real scheme with the game definition in 3.2 such that Γ0 : Ct = (C, C1 , C2 , C3 );

6

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we will analyze the performance of proposed schemes with related schemes. The comparison
of related schemes is presented in Table 1. First we
consider the schemes in prime order groups that shown
in Table 1, there are six schemes that achieve the constant private keys and ciphertexts
simultaneously, that
Q
are [8, 13, 15, 27, 28] and ours 2 . During
Q these schemes,
only Hu et al.’s scheme [15] and ours 2 hold the unbounded multireceiver users, however, the Hu et al.’s
scheme cannot support identity privacy property.
We discuss
Q two schemes proposed by Zhang et al. [28]
and ours
1 that deploy in composite order groups.
In [28], the elements in multireceiver set S must be labeled in sequentce, this is because that the Zhang et al.’s
scheme is derived from aQvariant of a hierarchical IBE [17].
At the same time, our 1 obtains the unbounded multireceiver and identity privacy abilities.
As for the security, our schemes are provable semantic secure against chosen-plaintext attack in the standard model. We can use a generalized transformation
method [5] to construct stronger security schemes to obtain the security of non-malleability and ind-cca2.

Conclusion
Game1 This game is like Game0 except that the compo- 7
nent C in ciphertext is replaced by a random element
We constructed two identity-based multireceiver encrypin G2 ;
tion schemes that supports unbounded receiver users.
Game2 This game is like Game1 except that the compo- The proposed schemes achieve the security properties of
semantic security and recipient identity privacy, higher
nent C1 is replaced by a random element in G;
computation and communication efficiency of fixed length
Game3 This game is like Game2 except that the compo- public parameters, constant private keys and short cinent C2 is replaced by a random element in G;
phertexts. As our schemes need not deploy the maximum
number of receiver set in advance, they can accommodate
Game4 This game is like Game3 except that the compo- unbounded multireceiver user deployment that is flexible
nent C3 is replaced by a random element in G.
in secure communication for dynamic multicast environments.
We will give the indistinguishability between Gamei and
Gamei+1 for i = 0, 1, 2, 3.
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Table 1: Performance comparison of the related schemes
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keys
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X
X
X
X
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ciphertext
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security
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privacy
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X
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selective/std
X
X
cpa
X
selective/rom
X
X
cpa
X
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X
X
cpa
X
adaptive/rom
X
X
cpa
X
sublinear/std
X
X
cpa
X
selective/std
X
X
cpa
X
selective/rom
X
X
cca
X
adaptive/std
X
X
cpa
X
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X
X
cca
X
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X
X
cpa
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selective/std
X
X
cpa
X
selective/std
†
Wang et al. [23] showed that the private keys can be forged.
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